U.S. History Testing Terms
1. significant- important
2. diversity- different
3. proportion- ratio
4. dissenting- disagree
5. consistent- the same
6. implement- put into effect
7. agitate- the bother
8. nostalgia- remembering past events
9. rampant- out of control
10. relegate- assign
11. surplus- extra
12. imposition- burden or obligation
13. acquisition- to gain
14. reveal- to show
15. trend- pattern
16. compel- urge
17. deter- to stop or discourage
18. obligated- require or have to
19. migrate- to move
20. discriminatory- judge
21. industrialization- factories
22. legislation- law
23. innovation- inventions
24. autonomy- complete independence
25. preservation- to keep the same
26. aristocracy- rich, powerful people
27. convert- to change
28. boycott- refuse to participate
29. evaluate- to grade or judge
30. effectiveness- working
31. intervention- to come between two people or things
32. plight- bad times
33. imperialism- strong country takes over weak country
34. condemn- put down
35. extinguish- put out or stop
36. deploy- send out
37. sovereignty- independence
38. prediction- guess
39. proposed- suggested
40. hindered- blocked
41. provoke- to make angry
42. backlash- consequences or effects
43. rally- to come together
44. alliance- friends
45. directive- order
obstacle- a challenge
47. critic- someone who judges
48. spectrum- boundary
49. sector- area
50. temperance- no alcohol
51. elite- best
52. mandatory- have to
53. lobby- persuade someone to do
54. preferential- special
55. retail- selling to all people
56. despotism (tyranny)- absolute authority
57. justification- reason or purpose
58. prevail- to win
59. desegregate- bring together
60. affirm- agree
61. perception- the way you see it
62. impose- force to do
63. dominate- control
64. radical- extremely different
65. accurate- correct or right on target
66. tactic- plan
67. propaganda- media
68. eminent domain- government can take your land
69. compensation- payment
70. enact- started up or put in place
71. coup- overthrow the government
72. vested- heavily involved or committed
73. instrumental- important or key factor
74. deterioration- a decline
75. stabilize- keep the same
76. impact- make a different
77. strategy- plan
81. Rehabilitation- to fix
82. Resolution- set a goal
84. Federal- national government
85. Dilemma- problem
86. Altered- change
88. Ultimatum- a final demand
89. Regulation- a rule
90. Monopolistic- one person in control
91. Bias- a favorite
92. Diminishing- getting smaller
93. Tariff- tax on imports
94. Extremeest- radical i.e. crazy person
95. Monument- a object that mark an important person or event
96. Casualties- deaths
98. Pursuit- moving towards a goal
99. Coalition- working together
100. Effective- successful
101. Concern- worry
102. Segregation- separate
103. Overturned- reversed
104. Proposed- to suggest
105. Integration- to bring together
106. Discrimination- judge unfairly
107. Sequence- order
108. Distribution- to give out
109. Activists- firmly believes in something
110. Rhetoric- threats or trash talk
111. Advocate- support
112. Conclusion- the end result
113. Conspire- to plot against
114. Precipitate- cause
115. affected- influence or change
116. prohibit- to stop
117. deficit- spending more than you make
118. transition- to go from one thing to the next
119. rationing- control amount given
120. prevail- to overcome
121. excerpt- a part of
122. censorship- limiting information
123. depict- shown
124. domestic- in this country
125. international- outside the U.S.
126. defiant- disobey
127. rationale- a way of thinking
128. persistence- to continue
129. reliance- dependence
130. stringent- strict
131. dismantle- to take apart